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The Media Industry Is Plagued By Manual, Inefficient Payment Processes
As the volume of suppliers dramatically increases, many media companies are wasting valuable time and money on slow and error-prone
payment processes. While most aspects of the industry have been digitized, media agencies still make roughly a third of payments by check;
they also make many other payments using electronic accounts payable (AP) solutions that aren’t achieving the full efficiencies that AP teams
expect. These firms have an opportunity to streamline and modernize payments to improve efficiency, visibility, security, and profitability.
In November 2018, FastPay commissioned Forrester Consulting to evaluate payment processes within the media industry. We found that most
media-buying and advertising agencies use inefficient manual payment processes and solutions to pay invoices — the last mile of the AP
toolset — from media suppliers and publishers. This creates challenges with wide-reaching effects on their businesses — challenges that can
be solved with more modern and automated solutions.

Agency type

Position

Geography

Job role

›
›
›
›
›

›
›
›
›

› 100% US-based finance or
accounting professionals
responsible for accounts
payable at their company.

› Accounts payable: 39%
› Accounting: 38%
› Financial analyst: 23%

Media: 36%
Advertising: 20%
Marketing: 20%
Digital: 18%
Media-buying/planning: 6%
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Director: 25%
Manager: 36%
Project manager: 27%
Full-time practitioner: 12%
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Nearly A Third Of Payments Are Still
Made By Check
The media industry has been at the forefront of digital
transformation, adopting programmatic, data-driven, and
multichannel capabilities to increase targeting and efficiency. Even
so, the payment process itself — the final stretch of ad purchasing
— is still mired in complex, extended payment terms and legacy
payment methods. Our study found that agencies still use paper
checks 28% of the time on average, making checks the second
most used payment method. This comes with a range of
consequences: Checks are slow and error-prone and have the
potential to be lost or stolen. Moreover, the process of writing and
mailing checks adds labor and material costs. Sixty-four percent of
accounts payable respondents agree or strongly agree that paying
invoices by check is exceedingly time-consuming.
Other payment methods come with their own advantages and
disadvantages — drawbacks that are felt more acutely when
processes are not yet automated. However, electronic payments,
like virtual credit cards, facilitate automation and by extension
greater efficiency and accuracy.
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Yet Check Writing Leads To Late
Payments And Manual Errors
AP professionals are particularly familiar with the perils of writing
checks to suppliers and sequential liability quagmires: Over half
have experienced late payments (52%) and manual errors (51%),
and 40% have even lost checks. These mistakes come at a price:
30% have paid additional processing and material costs, and 21%
have spent extra funds to cover additional labor costs — all
preventable with automation. Agencies that follow through on
digitizing the last mile of the ad purchasing process stand to gain
significant cost and time savings.
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AP Leaders Recognize Late Payments
Can Damage Reputation
Checks aren’t the only payment method driving inefficiencies.
Companies that haven’t automated processes must deal with a wide
range of payment methods and portals depending on suppliers’
varying requirements. As a result, 60% report that they lose a
significant amount of work time manually inputting payment
information into media suppliers’ online portals, further prolonging
the payment process.
Frequent shifts in the industry exacerbate slow-downs; 57% of
respondents find it challenging to keep pace with changing payment
terms as vendors consolidate and shift across the industry. These
inefficiencies come at a price: Nearly three-quarters of respondents
(72%) agree that delinquent payments can damage their company
reputation with both brands and media suppliers.
Fragmented and manual payment methods cost AP teams time,
money, and reputational damage.
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Inefficiencies Lead To Delayed Payments,
Manual Errors, And Poor Visibility
Common challenges within accounts payable are intertwined and
rarely experienced one at a time. Respondents selected an
average of five areas in the accompanying list to be either
“challenging” or “very challenging.” One in every four respondents
found the amount of manual processes embedded in their accounts
payable processes to be very challenging, an issue compounded
by the high volumes of checks.
Moreover, the payment process tends to be as opaque as it is
overwhelming. Exactly half of respondents are in the dark on
supplier acceptance methods — a condition likely to worsen amid
frequent media outlet consolidations. Forty-eight percent of
respondents find payments time-consuming to reconcile, and 73%
of media companies take over 30 days to pay out invoices.
Lack of knowledge of supplier acceptance methods can
contribute to payment delays.
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AP Decision Makers Need Better Tools And A More Complete Payment Solution
Even those with AP solutions in place are not fully satisfied. Less than a quarter of respondents consider themselves “very satisfied” with any
given aspect of their current AP toolset. Agility with supplier portals ranks noticeably low, with only 12% of respondents stating high satisfaction
— indicating that the overwhelming majority of respondents deal with cumbersome and error-prone manual entry into various suppliers’ portals.
In light of these low marks, finance decision makers recognize the need to improve payment processes and are prioritizing initiatives to do so in
the coming year. Eight in 10 (79%) state that it’s a high or critical priority to increase efficiency and security of payments, and 68% prioritize the
adoption of a new solution to do so. Other methods of accelerating payments rank as high priorities, including automating payment processes
and consolidating payment methods and platforms.
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Firms Prioritize Solutions That Accelerate
Payments And Reduce Costs, Along With
Reliable Support
AP staffers seek solutions that accelerate payments while providing
savings and support. Three-quarters of respondents are looking to
simplify and automate department processes (74%) and reminders
(72%) to gain more visibility, speed, and analytics capabilities.
Respondents also rank the need for strong customer support very
highly (77%), as well as vendors that understand the specific
complexities of the media industry (64%).
Knowledge of media suppliers is viewed as an important
differentiator in an industry where suppliers see frequent
consolidation and acquisitions, which can change payment terms.
Maximizing the volume of electronic payments requires knowledge
(and compliance) with supplier payment methods and terms, which
often includes the need for agencies to pay suppliers through
diverse web-based portals. Platform providers that have good
knowledge of payment portals — and are able to automate
payments into these websites — will deliver higher payment
volume and throughput while reducing both labor and errors that
come from manual processes.
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Payment Solutions Must Address Key
Challenges: Reduce Errors And Costs And
Improve Workflow Efficiency
When making the leap to digital payments, expectations run high. One
in two respondents expects or has witnessed improvements in:
• Payment accuracy (53%), thus dodging lengthy reconciliation cycles.
• Process efficiency (48%), freeing workers to focus on more
meaningful tasks.
• Cost savings (47%), resulting in more funds that can be distributed
internally or passed along to clients.
Such benefits create a virtuous cycle of more accurate payments,
shorter process timelines, an opportunity to generate revenue share,
and cost savings for the agency. Better security, while not addressed
directly in this survey question, is also a key benefit that agencies
prioritize when evaluating payment providers. Companies that leverage
well-known secure payment networks and that can limit card merchant
category codes for card processing (such as advertising and media),
are better able to prevent fraud by individuals and bad actors.
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Conclusion
Digital transformation is a companywide effort, and today’s agency AP departments are no exception. To
move at the pace of business, media agencies must modernize the entire ad purchasing life cycle,
including the final step: sending payments. To win in this industry, agency finance leaders must consider:
• Reinventing payment processes for the digital age by not only rethinking processes, but also evaluating
available AP resources. To do so, look for platforms that are experienced in the intricacies of the evolving
media industry, reduce the time to make payments, and utilize data for better decision making.

Project Director:
Mark Brozek, Principal Market
Impact Consultant
Contributing Research:
Forrester’s eBusiness and Channel
Strategy research group

• Optimizing efficiency and lowering costs by reducing the use of paper checks and the labor involved with
manual payments. With the real-time visibility and reporting that comes with electronic payment solutions,
agency financial leaders can better manage the accounts payable process and better predict cash flow.
• Turning media payments into a profit center by providing valuable income every time a payment is
processed. Work with a partner that provides revenue sharing that will offset costs associated with AP
processing.
Perhaps inadvertently, it’s been the last mile of the payment process that is left to manual, inefficient
processes. An entirely digital life cycle is clearly the future of accounts payable, and better connecting the
media ecosystem is essential to realizing that objective. The more media buyers and sellers can connect
using payment solutions, the more the overall industry can reduce complexity and drive efficiency within
the finance organization.
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Methodology
In this study, Forrester conducted an online survey of 154 US decision makers within the media,
advertising and/or marketing industry responsible for their supplier payment strategy to evaluate payment
solutions in the media industry.
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Forrester Consulting provides independent and objective research-based consulting to help leaders succeed in their
organizations. Ranging in scope from a short strategy session to custom projects, Forrester’s Consulting services connect you
directly with research analysts who apply expert insight to your specific business challenges. For more information, visit
forrester.com/consulting.
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